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rather than measured.    It is original and individual, not
standardized.
LANGUAGE    ABILITY
Size of Vocabulary. — Ask a child to write any words that
occur to him in fifteen minutes. That is one way of judging
a number of inter-related factors: the size of his vocabulary;
application to the task in hand, writing ability, and interest.
The average number of words per pupil written in fifteen
minutes by more than two thousand children in the second
grade was seventy-three. In the third grade the average
number was ninety.16
This, of course, is not a measure of a child's true vocabu-
lary capacity. Nor are the words which he uses while he is
being studied by an investigator a true indication of all the
words lie knoxvs. He will know many words which he has
not had occasion to use in the observed situations. Accord-
ingly, the usual method of studying a child's total vocabu-
lary is to ask him to tell the meanings of a sampling of words
and to estimate his total vocabulary from his knowledge of
the sampling.
Estimates of total vocabulary are as low as 793 words for
seven-year-old children and as high as 7,425 words for chil-
dren in the third grade. The central tendency for eight-
year-old children is around three thousand words. In tne
vocabulary test of the revised Stanford-Binet scale a six-year-
old child is expected to know at least five of the forty-five
words on the list; at seven years and at eight years, at least
eight woi'ds.17 A fairly correct idea of the meaning of the
words is expected. For example, the following are consid-
ered adequate definitions for the words given: an orange,
"a fruit"; an envelope, "is to mail"; tap, "you make a little
noise"; roar, "a lion roars."	*
"^Highly intelligent children have larger vocabularies* than
children of average ability, provided their background and
is Edward W, Dolch, "Grade Vocabularies," The Journal of Educational
Research, XVI  (June, 1927), 16-26.    -
i^ Afeasvrirtj Intelligence, op. cit., pp. 94, 100.	'

